DECKING

PROJECT
GUIDE

Aluminium Decking
Your home and what you put on it are an investment. A deck, veranda or patio can add huge value
to your home… If it’s kept clean and safe. You don’t have to worry about the ‘if’s” by choosing
Knotwood decking.
You’ll know your decking is safe because it’s made from high-quality marine grade aluminium
and cant rust, rot or crack. It was manufactured in Australia so you’ll know it’s going to meet the
proper building standards. It has a durable finish backed by a 15 year warranty, so you’ll know you
don’t have to worry about it fading, chipping or going chalky. You’ll know that the deck doesn’t
require expensive and time-consuming maintenance. You’ll know that you got exactly the colour
you wanted because you picked from a huge range of wood-grain and solid colours. And you
know that if there’s a fire, your Knotwood deck will hold up to the assault.
Take the risk out of your investment. Make the smart choice like thousands of others around the
world. Choose Knotwood Decking for your home and reap the benefits from having the original
and the best.
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Knotwood Colours
All Knotwood colours have been tested to withstand the most extreme environments and uphold the highest finishing standards in the world
including the Australian, American and European standards. Backed by a 15 year warranty, It’s no wonder Knotwood’s award winning finish
is coveted the world over. With a full range of colour matched accessories available you can ensure a clean, uniform finish that will leave you
breathless.
Please note: These colours are a guide only contact our office for samples. Please be aware that Knotwood contains natural colour variation
consistent with that of real timber.

WHITE SHADES

ASPEN

BEACH WOOD

BLACK SHADES

ASH

DRIFTWOOD

ZEBRANO

LIGHT OAK

KNOTTY PINE

SPOTTED GUM

BLACK ASH

YELLOW SHADES

IROKO
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TASSIE OAK
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HICKORY

MAPLE

BLACKBUTT

YELLOW SHADES

ORANGE SHADES

ATLANTIC
CEDAR

AUSTRALIAN
CEDAR

RED GUM

KOA

TIGER WOOD

MERBAU

IRON BARK

LIGHT BROWN SHADES

EASTERN
MAHOGANY

WESTERN RED
CEDAR

BUSH CHERRY

ELM

KWILA

TEAK BROWN

DARK BROWN SHADES

RED SHADES

OLIVE TREE

JARRAH

BLACK WALNUT WENGE

SYDNEY BLUE
GUM

ROSE
MAHOGANY
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Powdercoat Colours
If you want the reliability and consistency of a solid colour, you can’t go past our huge range of powder-coat colours. With the full range of
Colorbond colours on hand and a library of hundreds of custom colours only a phone call away, you can have exactly the look you want. All of
our solid colours carry the same 15 warranty as our premier wood-grain finish and are all applied in-house by our experienced and accredited
applicators to ensure you get the gold-standard of quality you deserve.

SURFMIST

EVENING HAZE

CLASSIC CREAM PAPERBARK

SHALE GREY

DUNE

WOODLAND
GREY

WINDSPRAY

GULLY

MANGROVE

DEEP OCEAN

COTTAGE GREEN WALLABY

BASALT

MANOR RED

NIGHT SKY

IRON STONE

TERRAIN

MONUMENT
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COVE

PALE EUCALYPT

JASPER

Frequently Asked Questions
Q. Does it get slippery when wet?
A. Surprisingly Knotwood decking isn’t very slippery when wet. It rates as Y class or R10 under Australian standard 4586-2004 making it suitable for
most covered and dry areas. For use around swimming pools and similar areas usually wet, we recommend an extra ‘anti-slip’ coating. Which can be
purchased from any good hardware store.
Q. I have pets, does it scratch easily?
A. It is similar to timber in this regard. Heavy sharp objects moved across the surface can damage the finish, but normal wear and tear is unlikely
to permanently damage the finish. If a deep scratch does appear, touch-up paints colour matched to the timber grain colour can be provided upon
request.
Q. Does it get hot to walk on in the full sun?
A. Aluminium has great heat dissipation properties. It will heat up during the day but the powder coat layer insulates the metal. Generally it will be no
hotter than a timber deck, even during the heat of the day. The difference is that aluminium can cool extremely rapidly, within a minute of being in the
shade it will cool completely.
Q. What spacing do my joists need to be at for this material?
A. Building code in Australia stipulates 450mm Centres. Other regions have similar requirements which should be followed. 450mm Centres is what
the system was designed to operate safely under.
Q. I don’t want to see the joist at the ends of my deck, do you have something I can use to cover them?
A. YES! We have a two-part slat system which can face fix to joists to hide them. Handy hint, they can also be used as stair risers.
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Our Unique

RANGE
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VARIABLE BOARDS
Interlocking Decking boards are available in 6m or 5.65m
lengths. Sporting Knotwood’s unique interlocking system,
these boards provide the best finish money can buy.
- 90mm wide Smooth Board, - 100mm wide Ribbed Board,
- 150mm wide Smooth Board.

FINISHING PIECES &
ACCESSORIES
Knotwood decking is a system with a full range of
finishing angles and clips to conceal the fixings. See the
install guide for more information or visit our website.

We also have a great 2-part slat system, that can face fix
to any frame you require. They are 16mm thick when put
together and come in the following widths. The smooth
finish is ideal for a slick look.
- 38mm - 65mm - 100mm - 150mm.

www.knotwood.com/systems/aluminium-decking/

WHY KNOTWOOD

SUITABLE APPLICATIONS

Knotwood’s extruded boards and interlocking design
ensure it is one of the easiest to install decking products
on the market today. The fast installation time, huge
range of finishes, low maintenance requirements and long
life make Knotwood decking the smart choice for both
residential and commercial applications.

Schools, colleges and Universities Leisure centres,
boardwalks, verandas and patios, parks, courtyards,
gardens, poolside decks.
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Easy Installation
We strive to make Knotwood as easy, simple and efficient as possible. All of our Installation guides
and technical manuals are readily available.
Each manual contains step-by-step instructions, product codes and video links to our YouTube
Channel. You can train yourself in minutes and our sales team are always on hand to answer any
questions you might have.
You can find the full list of guides by going to our website www.knotwood.com/install
Or scan the QR code on your smart device.
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Our Awesome

WORK
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Raised deck Sydney, NSW
The dark timber tones of this second-floor deck
in Sydney was exactly what this renovation
needed. Not only did the deck create more
space for the otherwise small home, but it added
a ‘wow factor’ when entering the property.
Definitely the high-light of the renovation, this
area is used year round.
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Atlantic Cedar deck Ballina, NSW
This Giant Deck in Ballina, NSW, is testament to
the low maintenance properties of Knotwood’s
Decking. The sheer size of the project made
timber an impractical option as it would need
almost constant maintenance to keep it safe
and looking good. By using Knotwood, this
family got exactly what they needed. A safe
area for the family to gather that blurred the line
between outdoors and in.
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Light Oak outdoor area –
Dorset, UK
This quaint outdoor entertaining area makes the
most out of the limited space. The light yellow of
the decking nicely contrasts with the red-brick
house without detracting from the beautiful
lawn area. The owners of this Dorset home can
entertain guests in summer and not worry about
the deck being damaged through the cold and
wet months of the winter.
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Deck & alfresco area Brisbane, QLD
Overlooking the neighbourhood for a stunning
view of the pool and BBQ area below, there is no
better place for this Victorian couple to entertain
their guests. Great lighting in this small yard
make the most of the space and the alfresco
area under the deck is great for relaxing next to
the pool.
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Knotwood Pty Ltd
3/93 Burnside Road, Stapylton, QLD 4207.
Toll Free: +1 300 566 8966
Phone: +61 7 3382 6000
Fax: +61 7 3319 6531
Web: www.knotwood.com.au
E-mail: sales@knotwood.com.au
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